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SURVEY ON RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN SEMITORIC 
SYSTEMS 

JAUME ALONSO SONJA HOHLOCH 

ABSTRACT. Semitoric systems are a special class of four-dimensional completely 
integrable systems where one of the first integrals generates an§1-action. They 
were classified by Pelayo & Vii Ng9c in terms of five symplectic invariants about 
a decade ago. We give a survey over the recent progress which has been mostly 
focused on the explicit computation of the symplectic invariants for families of 
semitoric systems depending on several parameters and the generation of new ex-
amples with certain properties, such as a specific number of singularities of lowest 
rank. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 

Semitoric systems are a special class of four-dimensional completely integrable sys-
tems where one of the first integrals is proper and generates a global§1-action, 

singularieties are assumed to be nondegenerate, and none of the singularities has 
hyperbolic components. These systems can be seen as a generalisation of toric sys-
tems with the important difference that only one of the first integrals is required 
to be periodic. This allows for the existence of focus-focus fibres, which in turn 

generate monodromy, cf. Duistermaat [Dul13]. The two older surveys by Pelayo & 
Vu Ng9c [PVuNllb, PVuN12a] give a good overview of the symplectic classifica— 

tion by Pelayo & Vu Ng9c [PVuN09, PVuNlla] and the main features of semitorie 
systems. Note that semitoric systems appear naturally in physics, for example in 
the Jaynes-Cummings model (see Babelon & Cantini & Douc;ot [BCD09]) and the 
coupled angular momenta (see Sadovskii & Zhilinskii [SZ99]). However, they have 
also raised interest in the symplectic-dynamical community since the classification 
of these systems is in terms of five symplectic invariants. 

This survey aims at giving an overview over the research programme in semitoric 
systems completed in recent years. This includes the computation of all invariants 

of the most accessible semitoric system, the coupled spin-oscillator (cf. Alonso & 
Dullin & Hohloch [ADH19]), the computation of the invariants of the coupled angular 
momenta, a family of examples depending on three parameters (cf. Alonso & Dullin 
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& Hohloch [ADH18]), the construction of an example with two focus-focus points (cf. 
Hohloch & Palmer [HP18]) and the generation of examples in all Hirzebruch surfaces 
(cf. Le Floch & Palmer [LP18]). 

The organisation of the survey is as follows. In the second section, we give the 
precise definition of semitoric systems and state the classification in terms of the five 
symplectic invariants. In the third section, we discuss the coupled angular momenta 
and its symplectic invariants. In the fourth section, we introduce the new examples of 
semitoric systems, one with two focus-focus points and others in Hirzebruch surfaces. 
In the fifth section, we give an overview on related research. 

Acknowledgements. The first author has been fully and the second author has 
been partially funded by the project BOF-DocPro4 FFB150339 of the Research Fund 
of the University of Antwerp. 

2. THE CLASSIFICATION AND INVARIANTS 

In this section, we briefly fix some notations and conventions and recall the defini-
tion of a semitoric system and their classification in terms of five symplectic invari-
ants. 

2.1. Integrable systems and semitoric systems. Let (M,w) be a symplectic 
manifold of dimension 2n. By making use of the non-degeneracy of w, we associate 
to any function f E C00(M) its Hamiltonian vector field心 uniquelydefined by 
the relation w(心・)= -df (・). The vector fieldふ generatesa flow on M, called 
Hamiltonian flow of f. The Poisson bracket of two Hamiltonian functions J, g E 

C00 (M) is defined as {J, g} : = w (;¥か晶） • If {J, g} = 0, we say that f, g Poisson-
commute, i.e. the level sets of each of them are invariant under the flow of the 
other. A triplet (M, w, F), where F = (!1, …，fn) E C00(M国）， isan integrable 
system if {Ji, h} = 0 for all i,j = 1, …，n and if ,1'. か…，Xtnare almost everywhere 
linearly independent. The map F, often called momentum map, induces a -possibly 
singular-fibration on M. A point m E Mis called regular if dF has maximal rank 
and singular otherwise. The Arnold-Liouville theorem fully describes the dynamics 
on regular fibres, the so-called Liouville tori. The interesting part, therefore, is to 
understand the role of the singular fibres, i.e. those containing at least one singular 
point. 
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We restrict ourselves to non-degenerate singular points, i.e. points m E M for which 
the Hessians D加 m,…，D加加 spana Cartan subalgebra of the Lie algebra of qua-
dratic forms on TmM (cf. Bolsinov-Fomenko [BF54]). These singular points are de-
scribed by Eliasson [Eli84, Eli90] and Miranda & Zung [MZ06] using normal forms. 
More precisely, for each non-degenerate singularity m E M we can find an open 
neighbourhood m E U C M _ , symplect1c coordinates (q,p) = (q1, …, qn,Pl, …，p砂
and a function G = (G1, …，G砂： U→ ]Rn such that m = (0, 0), {Ji, Gサ=0 for all 
i,j = 1, …, n and the components Ci are of the following forms: 

• Regular component: Gi(q,p) = Pi 

• Elliptic component: G八q,p)=以qi+Pi) 

• Hyperbolic component: Gi(q,p) = qiPi 

• Focus-focus component, { G;(q,p)~q必H ― 'IJ+,Pj
Gi+1(q,p) =%Pi+ qi+1Pi+1 

Definition 2.1. A semitoric system is a 4-dimensional integrable system (M, w, F = 
(L, H)) with two degrees of freedom such that L is a proper map inducing an effective 
§1-Hamiltonian action on M and F only has non-degenerate singularities without 
hyperbolic components. If, moreover, for all C E瞑， thefibre L -l (£) contains at most 
one focus-focus singularity, the system is called simple. 

Note that semitoric systems can only have three types of singularities: elliptic-
regular, elliptic-elliptic and focus-focus. 

Example 2.2. Consider M =§2 x配 withCartesian coordinates (x, y, z, u, v) and 

symplectic form w = P1 W§2 EB P2咋 2, where p1, p2 > 0 and w豆噸2 are the standard 
symplectic forms on the unit sphere and the plane respectively. The coupled spin-
oscillator is the integrable system (M, w, (L, H)) defined by 

P2 2 2 1 
L(x,y,z,u,v) = p1(z -1) +ー(u+v), H(x,y,z,u,v)=-(xu+yv) 

2 2 

and it is a semitoric system. 

Two semitoric systems (M心 1,Fi),(M戸 2,凡） are said to be isomorphic if there 
exists a pair (<p,g), where'P : (M戸 1)→(M正 2)is a symplectomorphism and 
g: 配→ 罠 isa smooth map such that (£2, Hり=(£1, g(L1, H1)) and畑 g> 0. 

2.2. Symplectic invariants. Pelayo & Vii Ng9c [PVuN09, PVuNlla] classified 
semitoric systems in terms of five symplectic invariants. This means, on the one 
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hand, that if two semitoric systems have the same invariants, then there is an iso-
morphism between them and, on the other hand, that given an admissible list of 
invariants, a semitoric system with such invariants exists. We now introduce the 
invariants. 

2.2.1. Number of focus-focus points. The first invariant is the number nFF E N of 
singular points of focus-focus type. The coupled spin-oscillator has two singular 
points of rank 0, namely (0, 0, 1, 0, 0) and (0, 0, -1, 0, 0). The first one is of focus-
focus type and the second one is of elliptic-elliptic type, so nFF = 1. 

2.2.2. Taylor series invariant. The Taylor series invariant is a nFF-tuple of Taylor 
series S := (S1, …, S00) each of them associated to one of the focus-focus singu-

npp' 

o our system. It is a semiglobal invariant, in the sense larities m1, …, mnFF E M f 
that it only depends on the dynamics around the focus-focus singular fibres. More 
precisely, fix r E {1, .. , nFF} and consider an open saturated neighbourhood Ur~M 
of mr-Using the Eliasson-Miranda-Zung normal form, we can find a pair (i.f!r, f2ふ
where i.f!r is a local symplectomorphism and f2r a local diffeomorphism, such that the 
following diagram commutes: 

F 
Ur<:;:; M , F(Ur)こ恥2

~+ G•+ 
v;. <:;:; 股4 'G(¼-) こ股2'::'(C

We can choose f2r = (f2r,l, f2r,2) in such a way that f2r,l (l, h) = l and 8幽，2(Z,h) > 0. We 
use f2r to extend this construction to the semiglobal neighbourhood Wr = p-1(F(Ur)) 
by defining屯： Wr→ G(V,.) as屯：= f2r o F. 

If z := l+ij is a coordinate on G(V,.), where j is the value of the function G2 from the 
normal form, we can consider regular fibres Az :=虹;1(z)C M for z -=J 0, which are 
tori. If we denote by'Yz the vanishing cycle of Az and byふtheother cycle, then the 

actions of the system will be given by Lr(z) :=点f,z匂三 land Ir(z) :=点丸口，
where勾 isa semiglobal primitive of the symplectic form. Vii Ng9c [VuN03] showed 
that 

21rir(z) = 21rir(O) -Im(zlogz -z) + Sr(z), 

where Sr(z) =ふ(l,j) is a holomorphic function and therefore analytic. Let S戸
denote its Taylor series. By construction, it has no constant term and, by choosing a 
suitable determination of the complex logarithm, we can also impose O ::; 81Sr(O) < 
21r. Repeating this construction for all focus-focus points gives us the invariant. 
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In practice, the Taylor series invariant is one of the most challenging to compute. 
Through some analytical considerations, the linear terms of the invariant were com-
puted for the coupled spin-oscillator (cf. Pelayo & Vii Ng9c [PVuN12b], Babelon & 
Douc;ot [BD15]) and the coupled angular momenta for a specific value of the param-
eters (cf. Le Floch & Pelayo [LP19]). However, in order to compute the higher order 
terms and their dependence on the parameters of the system, a different approach 
using computers was needed. So far, higher order terms of the Taylor series invari-
ant have been only computed for the coupled spin-oscillator (cf. Alonso & Dullin & 
Hohloch [ADH19]) and the coupled angular momenta (cf. Alonso & Dullin & Hohloch 
[ADH18]). 

2.2.3. Polygon invariant. The polygon invariant allows us to compare the standard 
affine structure of配 withthe natural affine structure of B = F(M) induced by the 
map F. 

For each r = 1, …，nFF, let Cr = (入r,rJr) = F(mr) be the critical value, 似 thevertical 
line through Cr, ら E{ -1, + 1} a choice of sign and b応thevertical half line that starts 

in Cr and continues upwards if奇=+1 or downwards otherwise. Vii Ng9c [VuN07] 
shows that there exists a homeomorphism onto its image f : B→ △ こ配 suchthat 
△ is a rational polygon, flB\LJb~~is a diffeomorphism into its image and f preserves 

the first coordinate. 

This map, sometimes called the cartographic homeomorphism (cf. Sepe & Vii Ng9c 
[SVuN18]), is not unique. It depends on the choice of signs E = (r::1, ... , EnFF) and can 
be composed with a vertical translation or an affine transformation 

(2.1) 戸=Gn, k E Z. 

This induces an action of the group { -1, + 1 }nFF x g on the space of rational polygons, 
where g = {TりkE Z}. The polygon invariant is then defined as the orbit of the 
polygon△ under this group action, together with the vertical lines meeting the 
critical points and the sign choice: 

({-1,+1}四 'F X Q)・(△， (b入J匹『，（己）;~D-

2.2.4. Height invariant. The height invariant h = (h1, …, h加 F)is an nFF-tuple of 
positive real numbers. Let f be a cartographic invariant as in§2.2.3. 

We define the generalised toric momentum mapμ: M → △ as the composition 
μ=  f o F. Observe thatμ= (μ1, μ2) satisfiesμ1(p) = L(p). The height of the 
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focus-focus singular point mr is then 

hr=胆（叫） - mm 
pE△ nb心

乃 (p),

where乃：配→ 股 isthe projection onto the second coordinate. It can also be 
interpreted as the symplectic volume of the submanifold 

r:. ―: = {p E IL(p) = L(mr) and H(p) < H(mr)}. 

The height invariant is independent of the choice of f. 

2.2.5. Twisting index invariant. Roughly, to each polygon△ obtained in§2.2.3 we 
can associate an nFF-tuple of integers (kr, …, knFF) by comparing the generalised 
toric momentum mapμto the local actions described in§2.2.2. More precisely, 
for each i = 1, .. , nFF we can compareμto the so-called privileged momentum map 
砂=(.Cr,Ir) = (L,Ir) defined on the semiglobal neighbourhood Wr and determine 
kr from the relationμ= T柘。 Vr,where Tkr is as in (2.1). The indices kr are not 
independent of the choice of cartographic homeomorphism f. The group g acts by 
addition and the group { -1, + 1 }nFF does not act. The twisting-index invariant is 
conventionally written attached to the polygon invariant, so we consider in fact the 
orbit 

({-1,+1}研 FX g). (△，（似）：打， (er);!い(kr)ごD.

3. THE COUPLED ANGULAR MOMENTA: A PARADIGMATIC EXAMPLE 

3.1. Description of the system. The coupled angular momenta is one of the most 
important (families of) examples of semitoric systems. It describes the classical 
version of a non-trivial coupling of two quantum angular momenta. Sadovskii & 
Zhilinskii [SZ99] observed in 1999 a redistribution of the energy levels in the quantum 
version of the system as they varied the coupling parameter. In particular, they 
showed that for certain values of the parameter, the system exhibits monodromy, an 
obstruction to finding global action-angle coordinates. 

Le Floch & Pelayo [LP19] proved that the coupled angular momenta are semitoric 
for almost all values of the coupling parameter, constituting the first examples of 
semitoric systems with a compact phase space, in this case§2 x§2. They partially 
computed the list of symplectic invariants, quantised the system and computed the 
associated joint spectrum in terms of Berezin-Toeplitz operators. Alonso & Dullin 
& Hohloch [ADH18] generalised the results to all three parameters of the family and 
completed the computation of all symplectic invariants. 
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Let R1, R2 be positive real constants and consider the symplectic manifold (M, w) 
given by M =§2 x§2 and w = -(R1w§2 EB R吟 2),where Ws2 is the standard 
symplectic form on the unit sphere. The coupled angular momenta is the completely 
integrable system (M, w, (L, H)) given by 

(3.1) 
{*⑰1や,,x汀,,⇔）：＝凡(z,-1}+凡（砂+1}, 

H(x1, Y1, z1心2,Y2辺）：= (1 -t)z1 + t(x1四+Y1Y2 + z心） + 2t -1, 

where t E恥 isthe coupling parameter and (xゎYi,zi) are Cartesian coordinates on 
the unit sphere, i = 1, 2. 

We will distinguish between the standard case R1 < R2, the Kepler case R1 = R2 
and the reverse case R1 > R2. The discrete symmetries of (3.1) imply that the 
reverse case is isomorphic as a semitoric system to the standard case with the sign 
of L inverted, which corresponds to a'time reversal'transformation (Prop. 3.2 of 
[ADH18]). The Kepler case is isomorphic to the Kepler problem (Prop. 3.17 of 
[ADH18]), that is the classical version of the hydrogen atom, if we express it in 
prolate spheroidal coordinates and perform symplectic reduction by the Hamiltonian 
flow. For a detailed discussion, see Dullin & Waalkens [DW18]. 

Le Floch & Pelayo [LP19] show that the system (3.1) is semitoric for all t E瞑¥{t―,t+}, 
where 

(3.2) t士：＝ R2 

2凡 +R1 干 2✓疇・

The system has four singularities, namely (z1, ⇔）＝（士1,土1).The point (1, -1) is 
of focus-focus type if t―く t< t+ and elliptic-elliptic if t < t― or t > t+. The other 
three fixed points are always elliptic-elliptic. In Figure 1 we can see how, if t changes, 
one of the elliptic-elliptic points -which are always in the border-transforms into a 
focus-focus point -which are always interior-and becomes again elliptic-elliptic by 
moving vertically. 

二／こ7<7Vロ
FIGURE 1. Image of the momentum map F of the coupled angular 
momenta for R1 = 1, R2 = 3/2, from t = 0 (left) tot= I (right). 

Traditionally, t has been regarded as a parameter and R := R2/ R1 as a scaling, 
but R can also be understood as a parameter. If we invert (3.2), we can obtain R 
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邸 afunction of t. In Figure 2 we can see how, if R changes, one of the elliptic-
elliptic points transforms into a focus-focus point and becomes again elliptic-elliptic 
by moving horizontally. This figure w邸 suggestedto us by Holger Dullin. 

~ こここロ
FIGURE 2. Image of the momentum map F of the coupled angular 
momenta for t =轟 andR going from R =嘉 (left)to R = 5 (right). 

3.2. Symplectic invariants. The coupled angular momenta is the only family of 
compact semitoric systems that has been completely classified. Summarising the 
recent progress by Alonso & Dullin & Hohloch [ADH18], the invariants are as fol-
lows. 

3.2.1. Number of focus-focus points. From§3.1 it is clear that nFF = 0 if t < t―or 
t>『 andnFF = 1 if t―く t< t+. 

3.2.2. Taylor series invariant. The Taylor series symplectic invariant of the coupled 
angular momenta is given by 

S(l, j) = l arctan (犀(2t-1) -R心 (t+l)+Rげt)+ jln (4r尻
(R1 -R叫 R/f2R戸 (1-t)t2) 

+ z2 
16R直ザD3

(-R占2t-1)3 -R1R23(32t3 -46t2 + 17t -1) 

-3RげRげt(4t2-7t+l)-Rげ凡(5t-3)t2 -R14秒）

lj 

SR直2TD2
+ ((R2 -R1)(Rげ(2t-1)2+2R心 t(6t-l)+R庄））

＋ 
J ・2 

16R漬汀D3
(R24(2t -1)3 -R直23(16t3-42柱+15t+l)

-RげRげt(28t2-3t -3) + RげR2t2(13t-3) + Rげ校） + 0(3), 

where 

rD := ✓-Rげ(1- 2t)2 + 2R心 t-R1平＝ ✓(Rげ十4邸）(t -t-)(t+ -t). 
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3.2.3. Polygon and twisting index invariants. In Figure 3 we can see some of the 
polygons of the polygon invariant for the cases凡<R2, R1 = R2 and凡>R2, 
together with their twisting index, for the case t―く t< t+. In this case the group 
acting is {-1, +1} x g_ Fort< t―we only have the polygons with E:1 = + 1 -without 
the vertical half-line indication-and the group acting is g~Z. The same happens 
for t > t+, but in this case we only consider the polygons with E:1 = -1. 

(k1, c1) 

k1 = -1 
釘 =+1

k1 = -1 
釘＝ー1

k1 = 0 

釘 =+1

R1 < R2 

V 
二

R1 =R2 R1 > R2 

ロニ~ 
7 

0 
FIGURE 3. Some of the elements of the polygon invariant for the cases 
凡<R2, R1 = R2 and R1 > R2 and t―く t< t+. The index柘 isthe 
associated twisting index to each polygon and c1 is the choice of sign. 

3.2.4. Height invariant. The height invariant of the coupled angular momenta is 

h = 2min{R凶｝＋賃—翌~arctan (R2 7!:tRi) —讐 arctan (R2 + t;; -2R2t) . 
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4. A NEW GENERATION OF EXAMPLES 

In order to understand semitoric systems better, there was also a push for more 
general families of examples, such as containing more than one focus-focus points or 
with a compact underlying manifold other than§2 x撃

4.1. A system with two focus-focus points. The two classical families of ex-
amples coming from physics, the coupled spin-oscillator and the coupled angular 
momenta, have at most one singularity of focus-focus type. By introducing more 
parameters in the coupled angular momenta, Hohloch & Palmer [HP18] managed to 
give the first example of semitoric system with two focus-focus singularities. More 
precisely, let M =§2 x炉 andw = -(R吟2 〶 R2吟2) be as before. Consider the 
system (M,w,(L,H)) given by 

{~(~;,";::::.~;.~;:~J : fi~~;~{~:·i'c~;~,\'~:~'+ z心）
十s2(1-sリ(x1四 +Y1ぬ一 Z直），

(4.1) 

where O <凡＜ 凡 and(s1, 秒） E [O, 1]2. The system (4.1) is semitoric for all 
(s1, s2) E [O, 1]2¥1, where'Y is the union of certain four smooth curves. If (s1, s2) E'Y, 
then at least one of the singularities is degenerate. These curves mark also the borders 
of the regions where the system has two (dark gray), one (light gray) or no (white) 
focus-focus singularity, as it can be observed in Figure 4, left. 

s, 
1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

0.0 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 s, ニ二

FIGURE 4. Number of focus-focus (left) and some elements of the 
polygon invariant (right) of the system (4.1). 

Note that if we set s1 = t, s2 = 0 in the system (4.1) then we recover the coupled 
angular momenta (3.1) up to a translation in the momentum map. Moreover, in 
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the region of parameters (s1, s2) for which the system has two focus-focus singular-
ities, the system is unique in some sense. More precisely, Kane & Palmer & Pelayo 
[KPP18b] showed that all semitoric systems on a compact manifold with two focus-
focus points such that L has isolated fixed points have the same polygon invariant, 
up to rescaling. Figure 4, right, displays some of the polygons of this invariant. 

4.2. Semitoric families in Hirzebruch surfaces. An important breakthrough 
for generating examples of semitoric systems is the article by Le Floch & Palmer 
[LP18]. Given a partial list of invariants, such as the number of focus-focus points 
and the polygon invariant, they looked for a strategy to find some simple examples of 
semitoric systems having those invariants. To this end, they introduced the concept 
of a semitoric family and semitoric transition family, which allowed them to find 
examples of semitoric systems in all Hirzebruch surfaces. This was the first time 
that examples were given on a compact manifold other than§2 x撃

Hirzebruch surfaces can be defined in several equivalent ways, but here we are inter-
ested in the so-called Delzant construction (cf. Delzant [Del88] and Cannas da Silva 

[CdS03]). Given a, /3 > 0 and n EN, then-th Hirzebruch surface (Wn(a, /3), Wwn(a,/3)) 
is defined by taking C4 with the standard symplectic form Wstd =½ 区dujI¥ duj and 
performing symplectic reduction at the level zero with respect to the Hamiltonian 
11'2-action generated by the map 

N(u1墨 2墨3叫）：= 2 (lu出+I疇 +nlu312, I疇+lu記）一 (a+(3n, /3). 

All these Hirzebruch surfaces admit a toric system (Lstd, H叫 givenby Lstd :=枠lu星
and Hstd :=½lu姐 Note also that, for n = 0, we recover vVi。(a,/3) C::C: §2 X§ 汽the
symplectic manifold underlying the coupled angular momenta. 

Let (M, w) be a four-dimensional symplectic manifold. Assume that (M, w, Ft) is a 
completely integrable system for all O :S t :S 1, where Ft := (L, Ht), Ht := H(t, ・) 
and H: [O, 1] x M → 恥 isa smooth map. Le Floch & Palmer [LP18] call (M, w, F; リ
a semitoric family if there exist k E N and t1, ... , tk E [O, 1] such that (M, w, F; リ
is semitoric fort E [O, 1]¥{tい・.., tk}. Inspired by the coupled angular momenta, 
they define a so-called semitoric transition family for a transition point p E M and 
transition times t―, t+ as follows. Consider a semitoric family (M,w, Ft) such that 
the point p is a singularity of elliptic-elliptic type if t < t―or t > t+ and of focus-focus 
type fort―く t< t+. Moreover, they require that if pis a minimum (resp. maximum) 

of H,。1い (L(p)),then pis a maximum (resp. minimum) of H山—1 (L(p))・

An important result (see Theorem 5.2 of [LP18]) is that, for all n E N and for all 
a, /3 > 0, there exists a semitoric transition family on Wn(a, /3) with degenerate 
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points O < t―く t+< l. For t < t-, the system has zero focus-focus points and its 
polygon invariant is the 9-orbit of the polygon in Figure 5 left. The same happens 
fort >『 withthe polygon on the right. For t―く t< t+, the system has one 
focus-focus point and the polygon invariant consists of the 9-orbits of both polygons 
in Figure 5. These systems are obtained by an alternating performance of n blow-
ups and blow-downs starting from the coupled angular momenta Wi。(a',/3) for some 
a'> a. 

i 

~.~ 
＇ 

FIGURE 5. Some elements of the polygon invariant of児 (a,/3). Left 
with釘=+ 1 and right with釘 ＝ ー1.

Le Floch & Palmer [LP18] also give some explicit examples of semitoric families in 
剛 (a:,(3) and閉 (a:,(3). Note that these examples are not the ones generated by the 
previous result. We reproduce two of them here: 

Example 4.1 (Thm. 6.2 of [LP18]). Given a, (3 > 0 and O <'Y < 1/(2-J'. 万）， we
define the system Ft= (Lstd, Ht) on剛 (a:,(3) by 

Ht := (1 -2t)Hstd + t"(X, X := Re(祖u西）．

This system is a semitoric transition family with at most one focus-focus point and 
transition times 

1 1 
0 < t―=  <『= < 1. 

2(1 +'Y✓ 詔） 2(1 -'Y¥虚）

Example 4.2 (Thm. 7.2 of [LP18]). Let a, (3 > 0 and define v := /3/0:. Take also 
0 <'Y < 1/(2v) and define c := 2"(y'v so that O < c < 1. Then the system in 
叫 (a:,(3) defined by 

1 
L = 2 (lu姐+lu計）， Ht=(1-t)R+ 

where 
1 

R := -(lu附― lu計），
2 

(3t('YX + (2£-a: -2(3)(R +a:+ /3)) 
a:(Cl: + 2(3)'  

X := Re(印加叫

is a semitoric transition family with at most one focus-focus point and transition 
times 

1 +2v 
t―=  

1 + (3 + c)v' 
t+ = 

1 +2v 

1 + (3 -c)v・ 
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5. ADVANCES BEYOND EXPLICIT EXAMPLES AND THEIR INVARIANTS 

So far, this survey focused on the research progress in the study of examples of 
semitoric systems. However, there has also been significant advance in other aspects 

of the theory of semitoric systems and related research fields, as well as on the study 

of similar systems that do not satisfy some of the conditions of Definition 2.1. In this 
section we summarise―far from giving an exhaustive list-some of this progress. 

Wacheux [Wac13] makes an extension of semitoric systems to dimension greater than 
four. Pelayo & Ratiu & Vii Ng9c [PRVuNl 7, PRVuN15] generalise the theory of 

semitoric systems by relaxing the properness assumption while keeping connectivity 

of the fibres. Hohloch & Sepe & Sabatini & Symington [HSSS18] work on so-called 
faithful semitoric systems which are useful, in particular, under the point of view 

of categories of systems and surgeries. Convexity questions are studied by Ratiu & 
Wacheux & Zung [RWZ18]. Tentative steps towards hyperbolic singularities were 

made by Dullin & Pelayo [DP16] and Le Floch & Palmer [LP18]. Fans of semitoric 
systems in the sense of algebraic geometry and minimal models were studied by Kane 

& Palmer & Pelayo [KPP18b, KPP18a]. 

Hohloch & Sabatini & Sepe [HSS15] show how the classification of semitoric systems 
relates to the classification of the inderlying§1-action in the sense of Karshon [Kar99]. 

For progress in spectral theory and quantisation, we refer the reader to the lecture 

notes by Sepe & Vii Ng9c [SVuN18] and the articles Le Floch & Pelayo [LP19], Le 
Floch & Pelayo & Vii Ng9c [LFPVuN16] and the references therein. 
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